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On the other hand, the word italicized in the next example
may well puzzle a good many readers without its hyphen1; it
has quite lately come into use in this country ('Chiefly U.S.'
says the Oxford Dictionary, which prints the hyphen, whereas
Webster does not), and is in danger of being taken at first
sight for a foreign word and pronounced in strange ways.
The soldiers . . . have been building dugouts throughout April.—
Times.
There is a tendency to write certain familiar combinations
irrationally, which may be mentioned here, though it does not
necessarily involve the hyphen. With in no wise and at any rate^
the only rational possibilities are to treat them like nevertheless
as one word, or like none the less as three words (the right way,
by usage), or give them two hyphens. Nowise and anyrate are
not nouns that can be governed by in and at.
Don McTaggart was the only man on his estate whom Sir Tempest
could in nowise make afraid,—crockett.
French rules of neutrality are in nowise infringed by the squadron.—
Times.
At anyrate.—corelli, passim.
QUOTATION-JMARKS
Quotation-marks, like hyphens, should be used only when
necessary. The degree of necessity will vary slightly with the
mental state of the audience for whom a book is intended.
To an educated man it is an annoyance to find his author
warning him that something written long ago, and quoted
every day almost ever since, is not an original remark now
first struck out. On the other hand, writers who address the
uneducated may find their account in using all the quotation-
marks they can; their readers may be gratified by seeing how
well read the author is, or may think quotation-marks decorative.
The following examples start with the least justifiable uses,
and stop at the point where quotation-marks become more or
less necessary.
1 A pre-war apprehension; but the hyphen is still welcome.
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